A monoid is special if it is presented by a set of relations of the form r = e. This paper investigates the problem of conjuacy in special monoids. After showing that the different concepts of conjugacy become identical in special monoids, which gives an affirmative answer to an open problem in 171, we prove that the conjugacy problem is decidable for some restricted classes of special monoids.
INTRODUCTION
A special monoid is a monoid presented by a set of generators A and a set R = {ri = e 1 iE Z} of defining relations, where each ri is a nonempty word over A, and e is the empty word. Groups are special monoids. But there exist special monoids that are not groups, one of which is the bicyclic monoid presented by the relation ab = e over the generators a and 6. In [l] Adjan presents a detailed study of special monoids. An important result is that the word problem for a special monoid can be reduced to the word problem for the group of all its units.
It is well known that there are two equivalent definitions of conjugacy in free monoids. The first is that "x is conjuate to y" if there exists a word w such that xw = wy. The second is that "x is conjugate to y" if there exist words U, u such that x = uv and y = vu. These definitions remain equivalent when we consider groups. However, the generalization of these definitions to arbitrary monoids yields concepts that are not necessarily equivalent; furthermore, there are situations where the generalization of neither of these definitions is an equivalence relation. Thus one would like to characterize the class of monoids M such that the different definitions of conjugacy are equivalent in M. This is an open problem [2, 7] . Another open problem in this respect is whether these definitions of conjugacy are equivalent in special monoids [7] . In this paper, we give an affirmative LOUXIN ZHANG answer to the second problem. Moreover, we prove that the conjugacy problem for a special monoid can be reduced to the conjugacy problem for the group of all its units, and the conjugacy problem is decidable for some restricted classes of special monoids .
We deal with special monoids as in [S] by working with special stringrewriting systems.
This paper is divided into four sections. After giving the basic notions and notation that we use throughout this paper in Section 2, we prove that all definitions of conjugacy are equivalent in special monoids in Section 3. In Section 4, using results from [S], we show that the conjugacy problem for a special monoid can be reduced to the conjugacy problem for the group of its units. As an application of the result, we prove that the conjugacy problem is decidable for the following two classes of monoids: (1) special monoid presented by a single relation of the form U" = e, with n > 1, and (2) special homogeneous monoids with defining relations such that their left-hand sides are of length 2.
BASIC NOTATION
Here we present only those preliminary results on string-rewriting systems, monoids, and groups that are needed throughout this paper. For additional information and comments regarding these notions the interested reader is asked to consult the literature, in particular, [2, 3, 4] .
Let A be a finite alphabet and let A* be the free monoid generated by A. Each element x E A * is a word over A. In particular, the identity is called the empty word denoted by e. We set A + = A* -{e}. Let 1x1 denote the length of the word x, which is defined by lel =O, and lxal = 1x1 + 1 for all XEA*, and aeA.
A string-rewriting system R on A is a (not necessarily finite) subset of A* x A*. Elements of R are called rules of R. Each R induces some relations on A*. We write x c1 R y to mean that, for some words U, u, xl, y, , X=UX~ZI, y=uy,u, and (x,,y,)eR or (y,,x,)~R. The reflexive and transitive closure 6 R of ++R is a congruence relation on A*, which is called the The congruence generated by R. We set [xlR = ( y: y AR x}, i.e., the congruence class of x mod R. The set of all congruence classes forms a monoid under the operation [x-JR. [yIR= [xJJ]~, which is denoted by M, (cf. [3] ). The subscript R is omitted when there is no danger of confusion.
Let M be a monoid. Whenever M g M,, (A; R) is called a presentation of M with generators A and defining relations R. We call (A; R) a finite presentation if both A and R are finite sets. For x, y E A*, we write x = M y to mean that xc?i, y.
Let > be a total ordering on A. We define a total ordering $ on A* in the following way:
x 9 y if and only if either 1x1 > lyl or 1x1 = / yl and x is ahead of y in the left-to-right lexicographic ordering induced by > .
For example, A= {a, b}, and a>b. Then aa>>ab$ba$bb+a+b~e.
We define x + R y (single-step reducing) by x ++ R y and x $ y. Here + E stands for the reflexive and transitive closure of + R. So x + E y means that x reduces to y in zero or more steps. It can be easily seen that, for any R, -+R is noetherian, i.e., there exists no infinite sequence of the form x1 -+x*--t . . . . Moreover, since. $ is a total ordering on words, every congruence class of R has a unique word which is minimal with respect to $; such a word u is called the canonical form of all the words in [x]~. Let u be a canonical form, then there is no u such that u +R u. So we sometimes call u an irreducible word mod R. We say that R is confluent if, for all x, y, z such that x + f y and x + 2 z, there 'exists a word w such that y + g w and z -+g w. Since -+ R is noetherian, confluence of R implies that the canonical form of each word w is obtainable from w by a sequence of reductions and the order in which the rules are applied does not matter.
A string-rewriting system R is special if R c A + x {e}, i.e., all its rules are of the form (1, e). A monoid presented by such a system is called a special monoid. Let R be a special string-rewriting system on A, and let u, u E A*. The pair (u, u) is a critical pair of R if (uw, e) E R and (WV, e) E R for some word w, or (xwy, e) E R and (x, e) E R for some words w, x, y such that u = xy, u = e. Then R is confluent if and only if all its critical pairs (u, v) are resolved, i.e., there exists a word z such that u -f z and u -f z.
A word x is right invertible (resp. left invertible) mod R if there is a word y such that XJJ +% R e (resp. yx +% R e). It is invertible mod R if and only if there exists y such that xy& R yx a R e. We can show that x is invertible if and only if it is both left invertible and right invertible. Thus we have the following result. PROPOSITION 2.1 [ 1) . Let R be a special rewriting system on A. Then two words xy and yz on A are invertible mod R if and only if x, y, and z are invertible mod R.
Let R be a special string-rewriting system on alphabet A. From R, we define the string-rewriting system S= S(R) as S={(u,u):uisinvertiblemodR,uZ+u,andu~u}.
(
Unless R is the empty set, S is infinite, and, in general, S is not even recursive. Let IRR(S) = (X : there is no y such that x +s y}. Then we have the following properties.
( 1) S generates the same congruence as R, and S is confluent with respect to a;
(2) ifXY-+s* z, z#xy andx, yeIRR(S), then xy+,z.
CONJUGACY IN SPECIAL MONOIDS
Let R be a string-rewriting system on alphabet A, and let M be the monoid presented by (A; R). Let x, y be two words on A. We use = M as an abbreviation for 2% R. We say that x and y are cyclically equal, denoted by x N ,,, y, if there exist u, v E A* such that x =,+, uv, y =,,, vu. We set CE,= {(x, y)eA* x A* ) x 2: ,,, y }. We call x and y left conjugate, denoted by &,Y, if there exists a w E A* such that xw =M wy. We set CPL,={(X,~)EA*XA*I.X-f;,y}.
These definitions are the direct generalizations of the two equivalent definitions of conjugacy in free monoids. In general, neither CE, nor CPL, are equivalence relations. However, for special mnoids, the situation is different and we have the following result: PROPOSITION 3.1 [7] .
Zf M is a special monoid, then CE, is an equivalence relation.
Let x, y be two words over A. We say that x and y are conjugate, denoted by x N,,,, y, if x -5 y, and y -f;, x; i.e., there exist u, v E A* such that XU=,,, uy and yv=, vx. Let CPM= {(x, y)~A*xA*lx-, y}.
Observe that CP, is the largest equivalence relation contained in CPL,.
Obviously, we have that CE, c CP,E CPL,. There are monoids M such that all of the inclusions above are proper. For example, M presented by (A; R), with A = {a, 6, c} and R= {(ab, b), (cb, b)}, is such a monoid [7] . Of course, in free monoids and groups, all three relations are equal. This is also true for special monoids presented by finite special confluent string rewriting systems [7] . We generalize this fact in the following theorem, which answers an open problem posed by Otto [7] . Let A4 be presented by (A; R), where R is a special stringrewriting system over A. We need only to prove that CPL,cCE,.
Let (x, y) E CPL,.
Then xz CliR xy for some z E A*. We prove that (x, y) E CE, by induction on the length of z. In the following discussion, the equality = without subscript means word equality, i.e., equality in the free monoid.
For IzI = 0, i.e., z = e, the claim is obvious. Assume that the claim has been proved for all z with IzI <k for some kal, andletx,y,zeA* suchthat lzl=kandxzARzy. Withoutlossof generality, we may assume that x, y, z are irreducible mod S, where S is the string-rewriting system obtained from R according to formula (1) in Section 2.1. Since S is confluent with respect to B and is equivalent to R, there exists an irreducible word w mod S such that xz -s w s+-zy. If xz # w, then, according to Theorem 2.2(2), xz -+s w. So we can factor x, z, and w, respectively, as x = x'xZ, z = z,zZ, and w = x' uz2 such that (x,z,,u)~S (when xz#w), or xZz'=u=e when xz=w). Similarly, we can factor y, z, and w as y = y, y,, z =z3zq, and w =Z~VY, such that (z,y',u)~S (when zy#w), or z,y'=u=e (when zy=w). Observe that both u and u are invertible mod S. Now we consider the following cases.
(1) lx'] 3 1~~1: Since w=x'uzZ=z3uyZ, x, =z3s, and suz,=uy, for some SEA*. Since u is invertible mod R, say up ' is its inverse, then, vu -1 p+& s e, and zy,u~' sxz = z3z'j y,u -'sxz -; z+u ~ 'sxz + s* z3sxz = x1x2=x.
On the other hand, y,u-'sx,z=y'u~'sx,z,z,+,* y'u~'suz,= y, u ~ 'uy, -f y' y, = y. Thus, x and y are cyclically equal.
(2) I y,l 2 1~~1: The proof is omitted since it is similar to that in Case (1).
(3) x = y, = e: Since z is irreducible mod S, w = z. If zy = z, then y = e = x, and x and y are cyclically equal. Otherwise, (zq y, u) E S, and so we have zq = u and z = z3 u. Thus u = ,+,uyZ y' is invertible. Let u ~ ' be the inverse. Then we have y,y, ~+u~'uy,y'+~u~'u+,*e=x. So x and y are cyclically equal.
(4) x1 = y = e: The proof is similar to that in Case (3).
(5) x'=yz=e, x#e#y, and w=e: Then we have (xz,,u)ES, and (zq y, u) E S. Since x is irreducible mod S, z' is nonempty. On the other hand, w = uz2 = z,u = e, which implies that z2 = z3 = e. So we have xz + s es+ zy, and x G-+ s y. Thus x and y are cyclically equal.
(6) x'=y,=e, x#e#y, and w#e: As in Case(5), we have (xz,,u)~S and (z~~,u)ES, and z' is nonempty. Since w#e, z'u-'w= ZlU ~'uz~~~zIz~=z=z~z~~~wu~'z~, andu~'z'z,~~u~'z,u-'wAs u-'wu-' z,A,z,u -1 zq. Note that, since z' is nonempty, the length 1~~1 of z2 is less than Jz]. By the induction hypothesis, K'Z' and u-'z4 are cyclically equal. On the other hand, zi up ' and z.-'z, are cyclically equal. Since M is special, CE, is transitive due to Proposition 3.1, and we have Z,Kl and u ~ 'z4 are also cyclically equal. Let z1 u -' = ,,,, st, and u ~ 'z4 = M ts for some s, t E A *. Then, xst As xzl up ' +s~~p ' -2 e. Similarly, tsy Ase. So, according to Proposition 2.1, t, xs, sy and so s are invertible. Hence we have that x is invertible from fact that st is invertible and x is a left inverse of st. Similarly, y is invertible. Further, since x As t ~ 's-' and Y&.SS ~ 't ~ ', we have that x and y are cyclically equal.
(7) (xi1 < 1~~1, (y,l < Iz2) and x, is non-empty: Then, z3 =xis and z2 = tY2 for some s, tEA*-{e}, and z=z,z2=z,ty2=z3zq=x,szq. Further, w = x,uz2 = z,vy, implies ut =su. Let P= sz4. Note that, since x, #e, (PI < IzI. Also, x2x,P=x2x,sz~=x2z3z4=x2z+~ uz2=uty2, and pY,Y,=%Y,Y2+* s svy, = uty,. So by applying the induction hypothesis to either x2x1 P=, Py, and by the transitivity of CE,, we get that x and y are cyclically equal.
(8) lx,1 < 1~~1, ly21 < lz21 and y,is nonempty: By Symmetry, the proof is similar to Case 7. 1 Note that our theorem does not generalize to monoids presented by other classes of string-rewriting systems studied in the literature. In fact, the monoid given above the theorem is a monoid presented by a monadic confluent system R (i.e., R c A + x (A u {e})). Since the three different definitions of conjugacy are identical for special monoids, we can discuss the decidablity of the conjugacy problem, which is the topic of the following section.
THE DECIDABILITY OF THE CONJUGACY PROBLEM
For groups, the word problem can be reduced to the conjugacy problem, since x=,y if and only if xy-I--, e, but, not the other way around, since there is a finitely presented group with decidable word problem, but undecidable conjugacy problem. This is different for monoids. In general, the word problem and the conjugacy problem are independent of each other [7] .
However, in this section, we show that, for special monoids, the word problem can also be reduced to the conjugacy problem. Moreover, we also show that the conjugacy problem is dedicable for some restricted classes of special monoids. =-: Let x, y be irreducible mod S with x mM y. Then, according to Theorem 3.2, there are irreducible words U, u E A *, such that uv As x and vu As y. Since S' is confluent and x and y are irreducible, uu + z x, and VU+: y. By Theorem2.2(2), we have u=u,u2=u3u4, and u=u,v2=03u4 with Fl. x = u,xluz, for some x1 such that u2z', =x, = e (when uu = x), or (u,o,,x,)~S (when UV#X);
F2. y = u3 y, u4 for some y, such that u4u3 = y, = e (when uu = y), or (u,u,, Y,)ES (when uu#y).
Note that x1 and y, are invertible mod S. Four cases have to be considered.
(i) lull > 1~~1: Then u,=u3s, and u4=su2 for some SEA*.
(a) lull 3 10~1: This implies that u, =u3t, and v4= tu, for some SEA*. Hence set z1=u3, z2=sxlu2, z3=u3y,, and z4=su2 (=u,). Then x=u,x,v2=u3sx,u2=z,z2, and y=v, y,u,=z,z,.
On the other hand, z2z,=sx,u2u3~ssu2ci,u2u3=u~vu3=u4v3u4u3~su4u3yl=z4z3. so x and y satisfy condition (1).
(b) lull < Iu31: This implies that u3= ur t, and v2= tu, for some teA*. Hence, x=~~x,u~=~~sx,o~, and y=v,y,u,=u,?y,su,. Furthermore, u2u3sx, = tu,u,sx, As ty,sx, As ty,su,o,. So x and y satisfy condition ( 1).
(ii) lull <Iu31: Then u3=uls, and u2=su4 for some SEA*.
(a) Iv11 d 1~~1: So u3 =ult, and u2= tu, for some ?E A*. Hence, x=U1X1uZ=U,X1tU4, and y=u,y,u,=u,ry,u,. Furthermore, t~,u,x,cr-*~ tu,u,u,v, = tu,u,u,u, As ty,u4u,. So x and y satisfy condition (1) .
(b) Iv,l>lv,l: Then u,=u,t, and v,=tu, for some LEA*-{e). Hence, x=uIx,u2, and y=v, y,u,. Further, uzul =su4u3t=x, or su4v3t-+Sx,, and v4uj=tv2u1s=y,, or tv,u,s+,y,.
Since xi andy, are invertible mod S, by Proposition 2.1, both s and t are invertible mod S too. Thus, x,v,u,~sx,t~'v4u3s-'~Sx1t~'y1s~~', and so x,u,u,~G(M). Similarly, y,u,v,4%s
y,s-'x,t-' and y, uq v3 E G(M). Observe that
Xl~2~1
-G(M) y, uqv3. Therefore, x and y satisfy condition (2). 1
Let G(M) be the group of all units of a special monoid M presented by (A; R), where R is special. If the word problem is decidable for G(M), then the word problem is decidable for A4 itself too. In this situation, the left (right) divisibility problem is also decidable for A4 [ 1, Theorem 9, p. 1251. Using these results, we get the following results. 
Proof
Let the conjugacy problem be decidable for G(M). Since G(M) is a group, the decidability of the conjugacy problem implies the decidability of the word problem for G(M). Thus, the word problem and divisibility problems are also decidable for M. Let u E A *. The number of elements which are less than u with respect to the ordering $ defined in Section 2 is at most l~#~l, where IAl is the cardinality. Further, since the word problem is decidable for M, given a word v, we can decide whether u and v are congruent mod S. So we can find the canonical form of u mod S. On the other hand, for u E A *, u is invertible mod R if and only if e is both left and right divisible by u. Thus conditions (1) and (2) It is known that for groups the word problem can be reduced to the conjugacy problem. Now, by Corollary 4.3, and the fact that the word problem for M can be reduced to the word problem for G(M), we are able to generalize the fact to special monoids. In general, it is difficult (sometimes impossible) to give a presentation of the group of all units from the given presentation of a monoid. However, for some simple classes of monoids, it becomes possible. Thus, by showing the conjugacy problem is decidable for the group of its units, we get the decidability of the conjugacy problem for the monoid itself. In the following, we give a result in this respect. PROPOSITION 4.6 . The conjugacy problem is decidable for every special monoid that is homogeneous of degree 2.
Proof:
Let the homogeneous special monoid M be presented by (A; R), where A = {a,, a2, . . . . a,}, and R = { (arka,k, e) 1 k = 1,2, . . . . m}. We call the letter a, E A two-sided (with respect to R) if there exist two rules of the form (a,a,, e) and (a,ai, e) in R. Obviously, a two-sided letter is invertible mod R. If the system R contains the rule (aiai, e) such that at least one of the letters ai, aj is two-sided and does not contain the rule (a,a,, e), then we add the rule (aia,, e) to the system R. As a result of a finite number of consecutive applications of these operations, we obtain a string-rewriting system R' equivalent to R that satisfies the following property: Together with each relation (a,a,, e), where one of the letters ai and aj is two-sided, R' contains the rule (a,ai, e). So we may assume that R already satisfies the above property.
We call the letters a, and aj of A related if there is a rule (a,aj, e) or (a,a,, e) in R. We denote the set of all two-sided letters of A by A, and the set of all other letters of A by A,. Note that if one of two related letters belongs to A,, then so does the other letter. This implies that the monoid M is the free product of the monoids M, and M,, where M, is presented by (A,; R,), R, = Rn A: x {e}, and M, is presented by (A,; R2), and R,=RnA,"x {e}. CLAIM 1. G,, = M, is the free product of a finite number of infinite cyclic groups and cyclic groups of order 2.
If A, is empty, then M, is trivial, and the claim holds. So we assume that A, is nonempty in the following discussion. Note that, together with each rule (a,aj, e), R, contains the rule (aiai, e). If the letters a,, a, are related to the same letter ai, then uj is congruent to a,. In fact, if follows from uiu, +R, e and a,ui +R, e that uj R,c u,a,u, +RI a,.
We consider the following two cases: Case 1. Each letter of A, is related to one and only one letter ofA,; Case 2. Some letter of A, is related to at least two letters of A,. Case 1. If ui is related to itself, then it generates a submonoid of M, which is a cyclic group of order 2. But if a, is related to aj, where j# i, then they generate an infinite cyclic group. So M, is the free product of a finite number of infinite cyclic groups and cyclic groups of order 2.
Case 2. Let a, be related to the letters uj and a,, wherej # Y. Then, as was shown above, we have uj congruent to a, mod R,. Consider the monoid M', presented by (B, ; T), where B, = A i -(ai}, and T is obtained as a result of replacing all occurrences of uj in the rules of R, by a,. For XEA:, we denote by X the result of replacing all occurrences of uj in it by a,. It is obvious that the words x and y over A, are congruent mod R, , if and only if X and j are congruent mod T. So M', r M,. We repeat the entire reasoning carried out above. If this gives us Case 2, then we are again led to consider an isomorphic monoid with fewer generators. We come across Case 1 in less than n steps, since I A, I < n. Thus we obtain our result. 1 CLAIM 2. The group of units of M, is trivial.
Since none of the letters of A, is two-sided, R, has no critical pairs, which means R, is confluent. Suppose G(M,) is not trivial, say, x=uy, where UEA and YEA*, is non-trivial and invertible mod R,. We may assume that x is irreducible mod R,. Then there exists a word z = wb, where bEA and weA*, that is irreducible mod R, such that xz+ff+ R2 e cll, R2 zx. The system R, is confluent, which means that xz = aywb +X, e and zx = wbay -+ $, e. Since R, is homogeneous of degree 2, we have that (bu, e) and (ba, e) are two rules of R,. Thus a is a two-sided letter. This is impossible. Therefore G(M,) is trivial. 1
From Claim 1 and Claim 2, we get that G(M) is the free product of a finite number of cyclic groups. Thus the conjugacy problem is decidable for G(M) and hence for M according to Theorem 4.2. 1
Another result in this aspect is that the conjugacy problem is also decidable for special monoids presented by finite special string-rewriting systems R that are confluent on [elR [8] .
